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Tyne Valley MTB: Great Alpine Chain MTB Tour –

August 2015  

 

August 2015  
8.5 ride days 

Austria – Ital – Austria   
8 riders + Geoff (support driver) 

Fri 21/08 to  
Sun 30/08  

 

This year the plan was to return to the Dolomites and take a different route to provide a north east 
end to our epic linear Great Alpine Chain MTB Route (Geneva - Salzburg / Venice). The original 

plan to end the entire route at Vienna was changed when in 2014 we experienced first hand evidence 
that Eastern Austria doesn’t like mountain bikers.  

Return flights between Manchester and Munich was again the fliers’ choice and the 2015 tour was 
split into three sections: the first 2 days riding early sections of Ralf Glaser’s tough 8 day trans Alps 
Via Migra route; the next 3 days we rode through the Dolomites followed by a high pass crossing 
into Austria leading to 3.5 days riding into and through part of Austria to Salzburg.   

Once again our annual Alpine MTB tour proved to be a challenging adventure which at times tested 
man, bike, equipment and kit to the limit.  Undoubtedly, mountain biking over demanding terrain for 
eight consecutive days is a major undertaking and tiredness in the latter half of the tour is a factor 
that needs awareness and management. As ever, the team were fit, resilient, sound in all situations 
and a pleasure to ride with.  

Yet again, incredible scenery, excellent MTB trails and the usual eclectic mix of overnights made this 
tour a memorable experience.  
 

Ahrntal – our testing route from Italy over into Austria  
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Preparation for the annual ‘journey’ 
This begins 4 to 6 weeks after the previous year’s tour. The general rule has become the riders on 
the previous year’s tour have first call on places on the subsequent year’s tour which partly explains 
why the list of participants varies little from year to year. Of course, not everyone can participate 
every year but the sooner a vacancy is known, the sooner it is filled. 
 
Tour support 
The key person that makes our tour work is the support driver who ideally shares the driving out and 
back. Each day, he / she drives the minibus from accommodation to accommodation, meets us at 
lunch time with sustenance and generally she supports the running of the tour through a number of 
routine tasks without which the tour wouldn’t function.   
 
This year Geoff Morson from Hamsterley Trail Blazers kindly stepped in at less than 2 weeks notice 
when Ruth, our regular support driver, had to drop out due to a health scare. Stepping in isn’t really 
a helpful term as the role is demanding in many ways – organisation, driving ability, stamina, good 
humour, navigation, resourcefulness, food shopping, lunch preparation, group support, financial 
management and constantly thinking ahead. Considering this was Geoff’s first trip and the short 
notice, Geoff did a great job. Thanks Geoff! 
 
2015 outbound journey 
With the well publicised troubles at Calais, this became something of a lottery and it was agreed we 
booked a fallback ferry option from Harwich which also meant I could have safely driven the minibus 
to the Alps on my own if push had come to shove. This contingency had cost implications but not 
excessively and the additional expense incurred was very little in terms of making sure the bikes, 
bags and luggage arrived at Munich more or less at the same time the fliers arrived. In the end, we 
stayed with the Dover / Calais sailing which avoided extending the tour by another day. 
 
On the day the crossing was delayed by an hour and this meant we arrived at our pre-booked hotel 
in Namur quite late but because it was part of gambling casino, this wasn’t a problem. Travel 
through Germany was a problem due to many miles of road works which triggered huge tailbacks 
hiccupping forward at walking pace for a good three hours in total. And the weather was very hot. 
This caused us to arrive later than planned at Munich airport but the riders were in good mood when 
the minibus finally pulled into the usual carpark at Munich airport.  
 
In consequence of more roadworks, Munich was a nightmare to drive through but at last we headed 
out of the city on a packed two-lane dual carriageway only to hear the bike carrier hit the deck 
behind us – fortunately it wasn’t carrying bikes! The car behind us stopped without hitting it and 
quickly switched on its hazard lights whilst Dave and I dashed to retrieve it. No damage was done 
but it was a stark reminder to take the locking key out every time it is attached to the ball hitch. 
 
It was late therefore when we arrived at our first night’s accommodation near Leutasch not far from 
Mittenwald on the Austro / German border and our friendly hosts provided us with an excellent 
meal. We slept well in anticipation of the 9 days of adventures that lay ahead.  
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Sat 22/08 Day 1 of the Via Migra route Leutasch to Weerberg south of Inntal 

 

  
Gasthof Rustical in Leutasch                                       Heading up Lafatschertal east of Scharnitz  
 
After a reasonably amount of first day faffing, we left Leutasch and cycled easily to Scharnitz for an 
early coffee to allow Geoff, our stand-in support driver, to join us before we headed up 
Lafatschertal. After an early energy and time-sapping loop, we climbed back up to the main track 
only to find vehicles were prohibited from the valley which wasn’t a good start for Geoff. With no 
lunch waiting for us at the end of the track, we snacked before beginning the initially stonking push 
upward little suspecting the extent of the challenge that lay ahead before we would arrive at the 
Lafatscher Joch (2081m) [joch = col / tal = valley].  
 

  
Easy double track – steep scree ahead right        Much needed sustenance at the Hallerangerhaus  
 
A lovely Austrian girl served us soup with two large dumplings which went down a treat and cheered 
everyone up. Without the anticipated lunch stop 2 hours earlier, it was a very tough ascent.  
 

  
Allen chose to carry his bike – as ever, photographs looking uphill always flatten the angle but the 
image below left is much more indicative of the incline. 
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This final scree slope was a stupidly steep place to take a mountain bike and it was seriously difficult 
to gain height until the exit ramp (above right) could be accessed which eventually took us to the col 
after the initial narrow section. With his wheels on the scree slope and his saddle above his ahead, 
Andy was heard to say “This is total madness” and no one disagreed. 
 

  
A glider whirrs past above the joch                        The descent begins looking good 
 
After an encouraging start, we soon had to walk the upper section of the descent path which 
comprised limestone lumps of all sizes until it became ridable again. This wasn’t the same place for 
everyone as some weren’t as confident as others at steering through the unstable rubble. After 
dropping some 200m we were all happily saddled and after a short rise we descended to the 
mothballed Herrenhauser buildings which once housed mine staff. After that it was all fast tarmac 
down to the town of Mils (605m) – a drop of 1,476m from the joch.  
 

                    
The lumpy bumpy descent where the sun shone on the righteous……..…righteous? 

 
Once we were down in the valley, we rode to Wattens, the next town to the east, where we 
gratefully accepted a lift from Geoff up to the village of Weerberg (890m) to the Regina Hotel which 
was very clean and comfortable but soul-less. It’s true to say this was a much tougher first day than 
had been anticipated and the easy start to it veiled what was to follow. 
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The Hotel Regina doesn’t do evening meals so we set off to an alleged eatery “only 5 minutes up the 
road”. Almost 15 minutes later we were relieved to find an excellent restaurant which being full, 
slotted us into one of their stuben room where 9 hungry guys ate heartily. Wiener Schnitzel was 
popular. 
 
 
 

Sun 23/08 Ride part of Day 2 of the Via Migra to Hintertux then minibus transfer to Passo Pordoi  

 
Whilst we like to ride from door to door whenever possible, hindsight suggests we should have used 
our transport up to and beyond the road head at Innerst (1,283m) and on up to the Waidener Hutte 
(1,799m) – a total rise of 909m which would have saved us the time and energy we expended in over 
30* of baking sunshine with limited shade. Vehicles prohibition caught us out on Day 1 and we didn’t 
think for one minute vehicles would be allowed up the dirt track to nearly 1,800m. Hindsight says a 
lift even to Innerst would have given us enough time us to ride over to Schmirntal to access the 
Brenner Pass later in the day which we were unable to do in the available time.  
 

   
The descent began with a lovely linear 800m of wide singletrack leading to 970m descent on fast 
double track then narrow tarmac down to Vorderlanersbach where Geoff was waiting with a late 
lunch – the upper section is shown below.   
 

 
The upper descent track provided an easy way down with fine views in all directions. Geoff was 
waiting at the pre-arranged spot where a good lunch was devoured. Pity one rider missed the final 
turning and got lost temporarily. Thanks Dave for cycling to where you could speak to me by radio.  

Not far from the 
Geiseljoch 
(2,292m)  
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We had lost too much time riding up to, and descending from, the Geiseljoch in the heat and sadly, 
we had no option but to enact our fallback plan and cut and run for Italy from Vorderlanersbach 
leaving the crossing of the Tuxer Joch (2,338m) for another day. We shall return! 
 
A map reading error on Ted’s part – navigating to a destination circle drawn on last year’s map with 
‘Passo’ in the title - and failure to trust the satnav which wanted to take us to the correct 
destination, made for a later than anticipated arrival at our hotel in Passo Pordoi (2,239m), in cloud, 
where a meal and a friendly welcome was waiting. Both were much appreciated!   
 
 
 

Mon 24/08 Memorable high level route in cloud and rain with long descent to Caprile; easy to Alleghe  

 
As forecast, the next day dawned in cloud and drizzle and we took our time deciding whether to ride 
the high level route as planned or take an easier option. With advice from the hotel owner we opted 
to stay with our original plan in the hope there would be some clear spells. There were none to 
speak of but nevertheless we were really pleased we stuck to our original plan – despite the mud! 
 

  
Togged up to leave Passo Pordoi                                The easy start to the path 601 at 2,370m. 

  
Path 601 west of the Rifugio Viel dal Pan in cloud   Path 601 continues east of the rifugio  
 
As promised by Ralf Glaser, this route was a cracker and the cloud just added to the atmosphere. As 
ever, Rob’s navigation skills were up to the job and our arrival at the Rifugio Passo Padon was spot 
on for a lunch stop. Radio contact was established with Geoff who was parked at the bottom of the 
chair lift 600m below us where we had planned to descend to for lunch before re-ascending to 
continue our route from the rifugio. Sadly, the bad visibility had closed the lift and robbed us of an 
extra descant and Geoff of two descents which he had been looking forward to.   
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On leaving the rifugio in low cloud, navigations kills were tested yet again yet it wasn’t long before 
we found the right track which for about 30 minutes was steep, narrow, exposed, mazy and clarty.   

  
(Above left) Not for the first time we descended a rocky section holding the wire rope provided 
 

      
Two riders passing an avalanche canon in low visibility    Sam taking care not to fire this WW1 relic 
 

              
More mud followed and some sections had to be walked but in due course we dropped below the 
cloud level and an enjoyable descent of some 1,100m materialised all the way down to Caprile. A 
welcome café stop preceded an easy riverside ride to our quaint hotel in Alleghe.  
 
 

   
Hose-down on arrival            Bum on the loo / feet in the shower tray                   Ready for a new day  
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Tues 25/08 Minibus transfer to Falzarego 2,100m then a push to access an excellent high level 
contour track at 2,000m to above Cortina d’Ampezzo. Lift up to 1,937m then a red 
Bike Park route (black really) to Cortina; minibus transfer to Rifugio Ra Stua 

 
The original plan was to take the lift back to Rifugio Passo Padon (2,368 9m) before descending to 
Livinallongo (1,468m) for lunch before the minibus transfer up to Falzarego (2,105m) but the plan 
was changed to avoid loading our mud-splattered bikes inside the minibus.  
 
From Falzarego, the push up to 2,183m, for which we had been forewarned, led us to the excellent 
traverse path 423 underneath magnificent inter linking and overlapping rock walls and high 
limestone buttresses which had attracted numerous climbing parties.  
 

  
 

   
 

    
After descending from 2,083 m to 1,675m by means of a tiny steep unmapped track, we met Geoff 
and Angus and we all rode down to upmarket Cortina d’Ampezzo for late lunch in the sun. 5 took the 
lift back up to 1,779m to descend the red Bike Park route only to find it was definitely black. They 
returned an hour later, muddied and bloodied and after loading our washed and lubed bikes we 
sought a bike shop and a bank in Cortina before driving up to 1,455m where the small road to our 
accommodation at Rifugio Ra Stua left the main road.  
 
Hearts sank when a barrier came in view and sank even further when our phone call failed to 
connect with our accommodation to secure the access code. Just as Plan B was faintly taking shape 
in embryo, a minibus taxi pulled up to the barrier and we managed to convey to its large Italian 
driver that we needed to pass the barrier to drive up the 6km and 213m height gain to Rifugio Ra 
Stua. Using his remote control, the barrier lifted as did our spirits and 12 minutes later we arrived in 
the rain at Rifugio Ra Stua to learn they had assumed we were ‘no shows’ and were about to shut! 
 
Ciara welcomed us and spoke good English. Our a la carte meal was excellent and the rooms were 
very comfortable. Rifugio Ra Stua was a great find and we loved every minute of our stay there.    
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Wed 26/08 Mainly double tracks through the Fanes National Park by a different route to our route 
to Rifugio Pederu in 2012 then the same easy singletrack to St Viglio. 520m ascent by 
minibus up to the Furkel lift which carried us up to top of Kronplatz (2,272m) from 
which descended to our accommodation at 1,280m with optional trails centre descents.  

 
Breakfast at Ra Stua was memorable. I secretly arranged for 2 fried eggs and bacon to be brought to 
me and my companion’s faces were a treat. Smiles all round when 8 more fry-ups arrived!  
 

  
The sky was blue and the sun had its hat on when we set off on the ascending route through the 
scenic Fanes National Park leaving the jagged Dolomites behind us. Allen remarked “You’d just think 
the Earth had been ploughed by a giant plough and this part of the planet was the result”.  
 

               
The pics above suggest this route was benign but it was anything but. These flat sections were 
interlinked by a full-on 25 minute push up a really steep section of the track in blazing sunshine. 
The descent to Rifugio Pederu through a temperature inversion was something else – not difficult 
but stunning in its own way with 18 amazingly steep zig-zags, lots of walkers and superb views. 
                                                                                                                             

  
                                                                                          Valle di Rudo – our exit valley 
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Descending to Rifugio Pederu 

   

       
Entering and riding down Valle di Rudo, mostly on singletrack – easy but most enjoyable! 

 

   
After surviving a dramatic over the handle bars stopper fall preceding a welcome lunch stop, we 
were taken by minibus 520m up to the Furkel Lift (1,745m) which we took up to the top of Kronplatz 
(2,231m). There are man-made MTB routes down three flanks of Kronplatz, most of which are 
challenging – the top section (above right) was fine for tired riders but 4 of our group rode both 
sides of the mountain and again confirmed the red route back to the start of the Furkel lift was a UK 
black and the unrelenting 8 km black route down towards Bruneck was definitely dark black.  
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In the meanwhile, 4 of us descended to our hotel on a natural trail whose middle section turned into 
a hike a bike descent. Forest double track took us to our hotel door and what a hotel with fabulous 
views in an amazing location. The 4 down hillers arrived some time later – tired but grinning broadly.  
 

   
Angus arriving at the Berggasthof Haidenberg                                  View of Bruneck from the terrace 
 
 
 

Thur 27/08 Descend to Bruneck then minibus transfer up Ahrntal to memorably cross the 
Birnlücken Pass (2,665m) before descending past Krimml Waterfall to Krimml village 

 
Today had extremes – a relaxing morning followed by a pleasant scenic minibus transfer to the head 
of Ahrntal, lunch on the move preceding the crossing of a high pass that was no place to take a 
mountain bike (up or down), the rapid passage down a long easy exit valley and a fabulous steep 
descent in the growing darkness next to the Krimml Falls which is the largest waterfall in Europe. 
This was an 11 hour day with arrival at our hotel that just made the meal cut-off time of 8-30pm. 
 

   
Above left proves these guys don’t look miserable permanently 

 

 Our bike shed   Our minibus  
 
It began well. A bit of faffing time then Dave spotted a singletrack path heading downhill from the 
hotel lawn which lit up the faces of those that rode it. Before long, an easy wooded trail took us 
almost into the centre of Bruneck where we met up with Geoff for coffee. The old town was located 
nearby and for an hour or so we became tourists marvelling at the old architecture, thronging 
thoroughfares, wide variety of shops, seemingly affluent population, hugely successful approach to 
pedestrianisation and successful mix with cyclists.  
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Cycling north to Gais to meet Geoff was an education in how to link outlying settlements with the 
town centre by means of direct attractive traffic-free shared-use tarmac paths.  
 

         
        The pedestrianised old town                                             Cycle routes in / out of Bruneck                             
 
We loaded up at Gais and drove to the head of Ahrntal where we attempted to set out our lunch 
under four large parasols on 2 handy tables. Very soon local artisans in traditional costume moved 
us to a corner whilst they set up their stalls but soon after we were asked to move our completely to 
accommodate late arrivals. We ate on the move before preparing ourselves for what lay ahead – the 
Birnlücken Pass ((2,697m) over a long high range of mountains separating Italy from Austria. 
 
There are very few suitable passes to cross over the Zillertaler Alps and the linear-connecting Hohe 
Tauern Alps by MTB. I looked at, and dismissed, the Birnlücken Pass some three years previously but 
was forced to return to it after discovering eastern Austria didn’t like mountain bikers thereby quite 
effectively closing down a high but acceptable crossing option into the Gastein Tal.  
 
Internet research indicated the Birnlücken Pass was a rarely-used tough crossing option in both 
directions although unridable for part of the descent. One Strava-equivalent site recorded a crossing 
and a misunderstanding conversation with German trails guru Ralf Glaser revealed he didn’t rate this 
pass but rather suggested it was used by the north to south Trans Alps route. Putting these clues 
together I made the wrong assumption that we were talking about the same pass and it all went 
uphill after that….. then very slowly downhill. The Birnlücken Pass is NOT for MTBs – sorry guys . 
 
The nearby Krimmler Tauern Pass (2633m) is suitable for MTBs when travelling north to south but I 
avoided this because it was a very steep climb of about 1,000 m from south to north with no hut at 
the col. I learnt with hindsight the north side is ridable for a lot of the way up / down. My mistake .   
 

Birnlücken Pass: cycle from Talschlusshütte (1,630m) to 
Kehrealm (1,842m) then push/carry to Lahneralm 
(1,986m), cycle to 2,029m then push /carry to 2,697m via 
the Birnlücken Hütte (2,441m) 
[Total height gain = 1,067m; push / carry up 144m + 
668m = 812m for the long descent] 
 
Krimmler Tauern Pass: traverse Route 2 on 15B to 
Tauernalm (2,018m) then push up 14 / 13B to the pass 
(2,633m). [Total height gain = 1,003m (direct or ascent / 
contour approach to Tauernalm (2,018m); push / carry up 
615m for mostly ridable descent] 
 
This wasn’t an easy call but I got it wrong! 
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The local craft & food fayre                  Heading to the very steep and very tough Birnlücken Pass 
 

  
Lower section                                                         Short flat middle section  
  

   
Returning down the mountain to take up someone’s bike is something I have done many times over 
the years and the first time it happened to me was an emotional moment. I didn’t want to accept 
but I did so graciously and most appreciatively and have done quite a few times since. Even now I am 
very reluctant to accept this kind gesture but I see it makes sense now I’m in my 70th year. 
Sometimes I don’t accept if I’m feeling strong even though I’m slower these days than I used to be. 
 

   
 
I am very grateful to all my MTB friends who in recent years have helped me cross major Alpine 
passes with not the lightest mountain bike – especially Sam but also Angus who always makes a 
point of looking out for me as I do him.  

Steep upper 
section – exactly 
50 years younger 
than me, Sam 
VERY kindly 
returned to carry 
my bike up part of 
the last section.   
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Some view from outside the Birnlücken Hütte (2,441m) – just 256m more to ascend 

 

    
    The last section                                  Sam carrying Sam’s bike                              nearly there…..  
 
Once again I was relieved of my bike by younger guys although I would have managed given time. 

 
View behind – a real pushover             The col (2,697m)                 view ahead – unridable as expected   
 

  
             Better get started……                                             it’s a long way down 
 

 
                    …..and tricky in places 
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VERY tricky in some places    /  lower part of our 855m hike-a-bike descent to where it was bikeable 
 

 
 
After taking on board energy food, we hammered down the main valley access track until we arrived 
above the Krimml Falls. Radio contact was eventually made with Geoff who told us the deadline for 
dinner was 8-30pm and it was now 8-10pm. Taking in the waterfall as much as time and visibility 
allowed, we entered Krimml and Geoff talked us in to our comfortable friendly accommodation to 
eat as if there was no tomorrow (even though we half expected there would be one).  
 
As Allen later pointed out, it was me that told him red dots close together on the map indicate a 
challenging walker’s path whereas red dashes invariably mean a narrow walker’s path of which some 
sections may be just ridable. I should have listened to my own advice.  
 
The whole team did remarkably well, no-one complained (in my hearing) and it wasn’t until the next 
day I found out the reason Angus had slowed down in the second part of the long descent was due 
to acquiring a whopping blister on each foot, both of which had been giving him jip. 
 

 
Krimml waterfall in the gloaming with the village of Krimml in the distance  

 

Upper Krimmler Achental was a long 13km to the top 
of the waterfall. After a 4 hour very scenic ascent with 
only a small amount of pedalling followed by a 3 hour 
descent (also very scenic), no-one was sorry our exit 
track was wide, mostly flat and / or gently downhill. 
 
Today was definitely a test of man, bike, equipment 
and clothing which all of us passed.   
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Fri 28/08 Two options: Minibus lift to Kaprun to tackle the lift-assisted MTB descents or the 
24 km easy flat ride along Pinzgautal to Mittersill to then travel by minibus to the 
Kaprun lift for lunch; glacier visit in the afternoon and / or another lift-assisted 
descent before a minibus transfer to Leogang 

 
We all agreed it would a good idea to wind down the endurance stuff as of today so splitting into 
two fours was an excellent compromise. Dave, Sam, Tim and Allen opted for the minibus transfer to 
Kaprun to tackle one of the new fairly new lift-assisted MTB descents whilst Andy, Rob, Angus and I 
decided to sample 24 km of the easy Tauern Radweg along Pinzgautal. This was to rest the legs but 
also I wanted to see how this leisure cycle tourism route comes together. 
 

 
 

 
Tauern Radweg (cycle route) 

 

       
Ugly sign assembly / segregation / attractive fountain / shared use, traffic-free riverside path  
 
As planned, Geoff met up with us at Mittersill for coffee then drove us to the gondola carpark at 
Kaprun where we set up lunch. Rob and Andy took off up the gondola to ride down their chosen 
route whilst Angus and Geoff were uplifted to the upper glacier at 3,029m. I waited for Dave, Sam, 
Tim and Allen to return for a late lunch before heading up to the middle station without my bike to 
see how it had changed since last visiting over 20 years ago. There were HUGE changes but non 
more than the extent the glacier had shrunk due to climate change. 
 

Before setting off it was necessary for me to draw cash 
from the local ATM as unfortunately our hotel didn’t 
accept credit cards which we found both strange and 
inconvenient. Ensuring there is plenty of euros on the 
club MasterCard and cash in the float is just another job 
that I have to do to make sure the tour runs smoothly but 
right now we needed hard cash. Apart from subbing a 
short term loan from one or two riders which I was 
reluctant to do, the fallback option was to use my own 
credit card which I hate doing BUT I’d failed to ascertain 
how much I could draw down at one go per day. This was 
really frustrating and the pressure built as I also set about 
organising our transport, my bike, bags and kit and 
keeping an eye on Angus’s stuff etc. Eventually all was 
done but it was a stressful hour. The easy cycle route was 
just the ticket to unwind.  
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          Shade for eating                        Kaprun glacier mid station     Zell am See from the mid station  
 
 

 
 
Our host joined us afterwards to chat and tempt us with a very powerful home brew schnapps and 
was visibly taken back to learn four of us are tea total. Our self catering accommodation was a large 
flat in a farm / chalet close to the village of Leogang and a real find. 
 
 
 
 

 Sat 29/08 Optional decent of one of the Leogang MTB trails; minibus transfer to close to the 
Austro – German border at 1,153m followed by the traffic-restricted road descent 
towards Berchtesgaden – very scenic early evening lake trip on Königsee  

 
 

    
Our lovely accommodation sandwiched between the view out of the two loo windows 

 
 

The descent trails were challenging and for 
some it was hardly an easier day but the 
sun shone throughout and the 
temperature in the valley was in the 
middle to upper thirties. Late afternoon 
we loaded up the minibus and drove to 
Leogang stopping off to buy food for our 
evening meal which Dave knocked up into 
a veritable feast.  
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As ever, Dave, Sam, Tim and Allen were keen to ride the toughest downhill trails money could buy 
and promoted as one of Austria’s finest MTB trail centres, Leogang didn’t disappoint.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
A half hour minibus transfer plus the time to buy a missing map, took us up a small road as close to 
the Austro-German border crossing point we could go. Lunch was taken in the welcome shade of a 
barn with an attached public WC before we battled our way up one of the steepest sections of road 
we had tackled all week. The lower right pic shows the road after it levelled.   
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We arrived at our hotel in baking heat in good time but only after Geoff had talked us in by two-way 
radio. We showered, changed and re-hydrated before driving the short distance to the vast carpark 
at Königsee just in time to board the last boat tour of the lake. Königsee is a spectacular lake in a 
very beautiful setting and I hoped the guys would enjoy a relaxing boat trip to see it close up. 
 

 
 
Our last evening meal was taken close by and once again Wiener schnitzel was popular. A full moon 
lit up our short walk back to our accommodation and we stood outside for a while in the still warm 
air taking in the moonlit mountains and discussing the site of Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest situated on the 
high ridge overlooking the village from which an innocent twinkling light was emanating.   
 
 
 

Sun 30/08 Easy morning ride into Salzburg then the transfer to Munich by minibus for the 
return flight to Manchester – the minibus returns to the UK 

 

 
                                                                                                                      How to create a riverside route  

  
Approaching Salzburg                                   Crossing the River Salzach and Salzburg Castle  
 
The 3 hour ride into Salzburg was very pleasant and we couldn’t help but wonder at the creation of 
many road and riverside routes to make it possible. The nearer to city we got, the busier the routes 
became. On the down side, the water bomb Tim received full in the face at one point wasn’t nice.     
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Using our combined advanced navigations skills and all the latest technology, we homed in on the 
location I had chosen for the northern Salzburg finish of the Great Alpine Chain Route by MTB – 
Schloss Meribell. This magnificent mansion and gardens was made famous by the film, the Sound of 
Music and provided a fitting backdrop for us to formally end our linear MTB journey which I started 
on the outskirts of Geneva in 2003. It was also easy to access from the riverside path and avoided 
the city centre. 
 

 
              Andy            Dave        Rob        Allen  Sam          Angus      Geoff              Tim                     Ted 
 
I was proud of all the guys for what we had achieved and particularly impressed by the huge number 
of kilometres we had cycled, the terrain we had covered, the many passes we had crossed, the range 
of weather we had endured, the fabulous thrilling descents we had enjoyed and the many schnitzels 
we had eaten. Every tour had been challenging and each day had been an adventure – I salute you 
all and thank you for the trust you placed in me to research the best route and organise it all.   
 

  
 
In 2016, we will ride through the Dolomites to reach the southern finish of the Great Alpine Chain 
Route by MTB which will be located a little inland from the Mediterranean.   

My final praise is for Angus who, 
despite his brain damage, rode 
every tour with great courage, 
immense stamina, amazing 
fortitude and irrepressible good 
humour. Angus – you are a star and 
words cannot express how proud I 
am of you.  
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The return journey 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mon 31/08 Return journey arriving late PM; return minibus on 01/09………  

Our total journey time from Salzburg came to 33.5 hours including 25 hours of actual minibus travel 
– quite demanding after a challenging Alpine 8 day MTB tour. The fliers total journey time from 
Salzburg to bed at home was probably 12 hours, plus or minus.  

A huge ‘thank you’ must go to Geoff for stepping in at short notice and then going the extra mile[s] 
to make it possible for us to ‘enjoy’ our yet again, challenging Alpine 8 day MTB tour in August 2015 
which finished at Schloss Mirabell in Salzburg being the north east end of the Great Alpine Chain 
Route by MTB – Geneva to Salzburg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See below 
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Some interesting photos……  
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